Background: Deformable image registration (DIR)-based lung ventilation mapping is attractive due to its simplicity, and also challenging due to its susceptibility to errors and uncertainties. In this study, we explored the use of 3D Hyperpolarized (HP) gas tagging MRI to evaluate DIR-based lung ventilation. Method and Material: Three healthy volunteers included in this study underwent both 3D HP gas tagging MRI (t-MRI) and 3D proton MRI (p-MRI) using balanced steady-state free precession pulse sequence at end of inhalation and end of exhalation. We first obtained the reference displacement vector fields (DVFs) from the t-MRIs by tracking the motion of each tagging grid between the exhalation and the inhalation phases. Then, we determined DIR-based DVFs from the p-MRIs by registering the images at the two phases with two commercial DIR algorithms. Lung ventilations were calculated from both the reference DVFs and the DIR-based DVFs using the Jacobian method and then compared using cross correlation and mutual information. Results: The DIR-based lung ventilations calculated using p-MRI varied considerably from the reference lung ventilations based on t-MRI among all three subjects. The lung ventilations generated using Velocity AI were preferable for the better spatial homogeneity and accuracy compared to the ones using MIM, with higher average cross correlation (0.328 vs 0.262) and larger average mutual information (0.528 vs 0.323). Conclusion: We demonstrated that different DIR algorithms resulted in different lung ventilation maps due to underlining differences in the DVFs. HP gas tagging MRI provides a unique platform for evaluating DIR-based lung ventilation.
INTRODUCTION
Lung ventilation has been used clinically as an important metric to evaluate lung function in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, or pulmonary embolism. Conventionally, global lung function is measured using spirometry and total lung capacity which provide a global measurement of air flow. Regional ventilation can be measured using alveolar ventilation/perfusion single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) scans in nuclear medicine. [1] [2] [3] [4] Recently, fourdimensional computational tomography (4D-CT) has been widely adapted as an imaging technique to study respiratory motion in radiation therapy of thoracic and abdominal cancers. 5 It has been shown that regional lung ventilation can be estimated based on 4D-CT via deformable image registration (DIR). 6 When using the DIR-based method of lung ventilation, a displacement vector field (DVF) is first obtained by registering 4D-CT images of two different respiratory phases, typically end-of-inhalation (EOI) phase and end-of-exhalation (EOE) phase. Regional lung ventilation is then calculated as the Jacobian determinate of the DVF. 7 DIR-based lung ventilation mapping has been used for functional-based radiotherapy treatment planning [8] [9] [10] and for assessing treatment response of pulmonary function in adaptive radiation therapy for lung cancer. 11 It is critically important yet challenging to evaluate and validate DIR-based lung ventilation, because the method is susceptible to several errors and uncertainties, e.g., image artifacts, intertechnique variability, and variability in DIR algorithms and parameters. 12 There have been only a limited number of studies so far on the validation of DIR-based lung ventilation. For example, lung ventilation based on 4D-CT and DIR has been compared to Xe-CT images in sheep, 13 and to SPECT images in humans.
14 It has been shown in these studies that the accuracy of the DIR algorithm significantly affects the ventilation calculation. It was suggested that one should be cautious in selecting the algorithm used for calculation among the various available DIR algorithms. 15, 16 Yamamoto et al. 17 compared lung ventilations generated using both volumetric and surface-based DIR algorithms. Although both DIR methods resulted in similar deformed images, they produced quite different lung ventilations. These results implied that DIR-based lung ventilation may not reflect true, physiological ventilation since the DIR algorithms are often designed to match image intensity without considering its physiological plausibility of the results. Studies have also shown that an increased morphological similarity of the aligned data does not always imply increased registration accuracy. 18 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with hyperpolarized (HP) gas (helium-3 [
3 He] or xenon-129 [ 129 Xe]) has attracted much attention since the first image was acquired in the early 1990s. 19 As the HP gases are inhaled to fill the airway of lung and the alveoli, visualization and measurement of lung ventilation become possible. Recently, HP gas tagging MRI technique has been developed in both 2D [20] [21] [22] and 3D 23, 24 for studying pulmonary respiratory dynamics. In this technique, the subject first inhales a dose of HP gas, and the MR pulse sequence creates cube-shaped "islands" of HP gas magnetization distributed uniformly throughout the lungs by saturating the magnetization in uniformly spaced planes. Then, this "tag" pattern is imaged using a 2D or 3D 3 He acquisition. Following that, the subject exhales and holds the breath, and the deformed tag pattern is imaged. The positions of each individual tag can then be tracked between two images to create a DVF. HP gas tagging MRI has unique advantages for assessing DIR in the lung: (a) it directly measures regional lung tissue deformation in vivo in human subjects, providing a physiological reference of lung motion; (b) HP gas tagging MR images can embed a large number (~500) of uniformly distributed landmarks within the lungs, allowing for a comprehensive study of the entire lung. On the contrary, current DIR algorithms have difficulties identifying landmarks in low-featured, peripheral lungs, and therefore are unable to perform accurate deformation registration in these regions. 25, 26 The aim of this work was to investigate the feasibility of using 3D HP gas tagging MRI to assess the physiological accuracy of DIR-based lung ventilation by evaluating two commercial DIR algorithms in three healthy subjects.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Image acquisition
We developed a hybrid MRI protocol for whole-lung, 3D imaging of two nuclei (protons 1 H and either 3 He or 129 Xe) during a single breath-hold maneuver, using an ultrafast True-FISP pulse sequence (Siemens Medical Solution; known generically as balanced steady-state free precession or bSSFP). MRI was performed at 1.5 T using a whole-body commercial scanner (Avanto, Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA). A vest-shaped, proton-blocked RF coil (Clinical MR Solutions, Brookfield, WI) tuned to the appropriate resonance frequency (for either 3 He or 129 Xe) was used for HP gas imaging. 3 He was polarized to~50% using a homebuilt system, and 129 Xe was polarized to~35% using a prototype commercial system (Xemed LLC, Durham, NH).
The MR image acquisition procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Conventional proton MR imaging was incorporated directly into our basic HP gas tagging procedure in order to obtain low resolution (Low-R) proton MR images (p-MRI), using the scanner's integrated body coil, during the same breath-hold (and thus at the exact same lung positions) as the HP gas tagging MR images (t-MRI). The requirement to perform tag application plus four 3D image acquisitions (images of two nuclei at both EOI and EOE) within in a single breathhold maneuver placed considerable demands on the MR pulse sequence. In particular, we were not able to acquire proton MR images at sufficiently high spatial resolution to perform a meaningful assessment of DIR performance during the same breath-hold as the t-MRIs were acquired. We therefore acquired another set of proton MR images with high resolution (High-R), using the scanner's chest and spine array coils, in separate, dedicated breath-holds at the same lung positions as the t-MRI acquisitions, using the breath-hold matching procedure described in the next paragraph. The Low-R images were then used to bridge the corresponding t-MRI and High-R p-MRI, as described in the next subsection. Three healthy subjects (two female and one male, age range 23-31 yr) were enrolled in this pilot study under an IRB-approved protocol. Following exhalation to residual volume, each subject inhaled a 1.5 L gas mixture containing between 500 mL and 1 L of HP gas, with the balance medical grade nitrogen, and held his or her breath. Next the tag pattern was embedded into the HP gas magnetization, by executing a brief (~1 s) nonimaging pulse sequence that saturated the magnetization in three mutually orthogonal sets of parallel planes as previously described. [27] [28] [29] The saturated planes were 14 mm thick and were separated by 12-mm thick sections of undisturbed magnetization, resulting in a 3D tagging grid with isotropic 26 mm tag spacing. The first set of HP gas and Low-R proton images were then acquired, both at 4.5 mm isotropic voxel size, in scan times of 2.2 and 4.2 s, respectively. Next the subject exhaled into a 0.75 L bag. When the bag was full, the subject held his or her breath and an identical, second set of HP gas and Low-R proton images were acquired. We thereby obtained two complete image sets at two different lung volumes, one at 1.5 L above residual volume (EOI) and the other at 0.75 L above residual volume (EOE), during a single inhalation/exhalation procedure lasting less than 20 s. High-resolution (High-R) p-MRI images were acquired at the same EOE and EOI lung positions at 2.5 mm isotropic voxel resolution in separated 17 s scans, using inhalation/exhalation procedures that mimicked the hybrid acquisition protocol. Before the EOI scan, the subject exhaled to residual volume and then inhaled a bag containing 1.5 L of room air. Before the EOE scan, the subject exhaled to residual volume, inhaled a bag containing 1.5 L of room air, and then exhaled into a 0.75 L bag.
2.B. Image processing
All MR images were imported to the Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) for postprocessing. Since the t-MRI and the Low-R p-MRI were acquired during the same breath-hold, there were no significant spatial shifts between them. To register the t-MRT with the Low-R p-MRI in 3D, we matched the lung surface defined by the outermost tagging grids in the t-MRI with that defined by the boundary between the air and the tissue in the Low-R p-MRI. Although care was taken to ensure that the High-R p-MRI images were acquired at the same lung positions as the t-MRI images, a rigid image registration was performed between each pair of the Low-R and High-R p-MRI images in order to minimize any residual mismatch. Subsequently, the t-MRI was registered to the High-R p-MRI by applying the cascading shifts generated from the two registrations aforementioned. The location of each tagging grid in the t-MRI could therefore be determined with respect to anatomical structures in the same spatial coordinate of High-R p-MRI.
2.C. DVF generation
Although several methods have been proposed in the literature to track the motion of tagging grids, such as the application of Gabor Filter 23 and Matlab-based automatic tracking algorithm, 20 they are not designed to and, therefore, are not robust enough to track HP gas tagging grids. In this study, we used a manual tracking method to ensure the accuracies of tagging grid positions and corresponding displacement vectors. The t-MRI images at EOI and at EOE were displayed in Eclipse using the same window/level. The position of each tagging grid was then determined using the spatial coordinates of the grid centroid in the image of each respiratory phase. The difference in the spatial coordinates of each grid centroid was considered as the displacement of that tagging grid. It should be noted that a small percentage (<5%) of the tagging grids either become invisible or too ambiguous to be identified at EOE phase, and were therefore discarded from the analysis. Majority of the tagging grids demonstrated clear boundaries in both respiratory phases and were used to generate lung DVF for the t-MRI images.
DVF for the High-R p-MRI images was generated using DIR to register the images at EOI to that at EOE. Two commercial DIR software, Velocity AI (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) and MIM Maestro (MIM Software, Cleveland, OH), were used in this study. Both DIR software use the intensity-based DIR algorithms and the mutual information as the similarity metrics, but with different transformation algorithms. Velocity AI adapts a spline deformable transformation in which limited number of control points are matched between the target and the moving images, while the deformation of other points are estimated via a B-spline interpolation. In contrast, MIM uses an unlimited number of control points for registration, which, however, requires strict constrains or regulations to find a reasonable solution due to ill conditioning. For both registrations, a cube was selected to include lungs as the region of interest for the registration. The accuracy of the DIR results was reviewed by visually examining the organ overlay and evaluating the difference maps.
2.D. Ventilation generation and comparison
For a given lung DVF dataset, the ventilation was calculated using the Jacobian method. 7 In brief, a voxel can be decomposed into six tetrahedrons. Each of tetrahedron is defined by a vertex of the voxel and the other three nearest vertices of the same voxel. The volume of a tetrahedron can be determined given the relative locations of vertices of the tetrahedron. Therefore, once a voxel is meshed into six tetrahedrons, the volume change of the voxel due to a deformation can be conceptually solved by subtracting the total volume of the original tetrahedrons from that of the deformed tetrahedrons. The ventilation of a voxel is therefore defined as the specific volume change of the voxel, which is the volume change divided by the original volume. To account for the different resolutions between the t-MRI and the High-R p-MRI images, we first interpolated the coarser ventilation generated from the t-MRI with a B-spline method, and then compare that to the finer ventilation from the High-R p-MRI.
The differences between the various ventilations, labeled as t-VENT for tagging MRI-based ventilation (via manual tracking) and p-VENT for proton MRI-based ventilation (via DIR), were quantitatively compared using various metrics, including (a) Mean of ventilation; (b) Voxel-by-voxel cross correlation of ventilations, where a larger cross correlation would suggest smaller regional difference between the calculated ventilation with the reference t-VENT; and (c) Mutual information of ventilations, where larger mutual information would indicate a stronger dependence between two ventilations, and the mutual information of two independent ones will be zero. The overall study design is shown in Fig. 2. 
RESULTS
3.A. MRI images
The t-MRI, the Low-R p-MRI, and the High-R p-MRI images of Subject 2 acquired at EOI and EOE are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the image are well registered at both respiratory phases, as verified by the matching lung heights (indicted by the yellow dash lines). Furthermore, one can appreciate the high contrast of pulmonary vessels in the High-R p-MRI images using the TrueFISP sequence, which potentially provides ample anatomical information and then improve the credibility of the subsequent DIR. Figure 4 illustrates the alignments of the tagging grids in the t-MRI images to the lung mask defined with the High-R p-MRI images at EOE and EOI. Each colored "bulb" represents a tagging grid at either EOE or EOI, which was generated by the tagging sequence in the t-MRI images. The tagging grids in both two respiratory phases were defined using the same image intensity threshold Therefore, the enlargement of each tagging grid reflected the diffusion of the hyperpolarized gas into the adjacent alveola, and the spatial displacement of each tagging grid can be associated with the respiratory motion of the subject. The majority of tagging grids generated in the t-MRI images at EOI were preserved in those in the t-MRI images at EOE. However, we did notice several grids in the vicinity of lung boundaries disappeared in the images at EOE, especially in the anterior part of the lungs. Moreover, in the inferior part of lung where the motion of the diaphragm was more significant, a few tagging grids might overlap at EOE when the volume of the lung was significantly reduced. Despite of these image artifacts, an average number of 200 tagging grids in each subject were resolved for the following analysis. Figure 5 shows the comparisons between the DVFs generated from the t-MRI images by tracking the trajectories of the grid centroids (t-DVF) and the DVF generated from the High-R images using Velocity AI (p-DVF Vel ). It should be noted that, for illustration purposes, Fig. 5 only shows the deformation vectors of the p-DVFs at the tagging grids. The actual resolution of the p-DVF, which was determined by that of the High-R p-MRI images, was much higher than that of the t-DVF, for the number of the resolved tagging grids in a t-MRI image was much less than the number of the voxels in a High-R p-MRI image. Although the overall trends of both DVFs shows that the motion of lung was predominately in the superior-inferior (SI) and the anterior-posterior (AP) directions, the directions and the magnitudes of two DVFs varied noticeably.
3.B. DVFs
The DIRs using both software resulted in reasonably welldeformed images, as demonstrated in the difference maps shown in Fig. 6 . The High-R p-MRI image at EOI was registered to that at EOE to generate the p-DVF, and the deformed images were obtained by applying the p-DVF to the High-R p-MRI image at EOI. Given the DIR perfectly registered two images, the deformed image should be identical to the target image. Therefore, the accuracy of the DIR was validated by the small residual errors in the lungs as shown in the difference maps. Figure 7 shows the comparisons of three lung ventilations for subject 2. Compared to the t-VENT which is used as a reference, p-VENT generated based on Velocity AI DIR (p-VENT Vel ) was more homogenous, and therefore more physiologically sound, for ventilation should be a homogenous physiological property throughout the lungs of a healthy subject. On the contrary, p-VENT generated based on MIM DIR (p-VENT MIM ) was less physiologically sound as several elevated spots of ventilation were observed throughout the lungs. Similar variations were also seen in a quantitative manner in the comparison of the histograms of ventilation (Fig. 8 ) and the voxel-by-voxel joint histogram between the t-VENT and the p-VENT (Fig. 9) . The histograms of ventilation of the lungs were consistent between the t-t-VENT and the p-VENT Vel , with the average ventilations of À0.10 AE 0.19 and À0.08 AE 0.12, respectively. On the other hand, the histogram of p-VENT MIM was skewed to the right with longer tails, resulting in a larger average ventilation of À0.06 AE 0.21. More details were revealed in the voxel-tovoxel comparison in the joint histogram (Fig. 9) that the p-VENT MIM and p-VENT Vel differed significantly from the reference t-VENT with highly scattered distributions. Regardless of the overall differences, p-VENT Vel correlated better with t-VENT than p-VENT MIM with the mutual information of 0.45 vs 0.30. Table I summarizes the results of the ventilation comparison for all the subjects. Despite the amplitudes of the respiratory motion varied among the subjects (defined by the 2 cm) , Velocity AI DIR consistently generated more accurate DVFs and ventilations than MIM DIR, as indicated by the smaller errors and the larger cross correlation and mutual information.
3.C. Lung ventilation
diaphragm motion in the SI direction, which ranged from 3.8 AE 0.2 cm to 1.2 AE 0.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated a new method based on 3D HP gas tagging MRI to evaluate DIR-based lung ventilation generation. To our best knowledge, this is the first study that compares 3D HP gas tagging MRI and DIR in lung ventilation. As the HP gas tagging MRI provides a direct measurement of lung motion, the derived lung DVF reflects the true lung motion and therefore is an ideal reference for the evaluation of DIR-based lung ventilation. The findings of this study may shed light on the root causes of uncertainties in DIRbased lung ventilation.
Previous studies have demonstrated the potential dosimetric advantages of functional avoidance treatment planning based on lung ventilation in its ability to maximally spare functional lung tissue. Yaremko et al. 10 first proposed to use DIR-based ventilation derived from 4D-CT as the baseline to guide the avoidance in intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) planning for locally advanced nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Ding et al. 11 investigated the variation of regional ventilation as a response to radiation therapy and further argued that 24 Gy might be the threshold to observe any reduction in lung ventilation. Vinogradskiy et al. 9 then extended the study of ventilation variation using weekly 4D-CT. Despite these encouraging results, it should be noted that so far no study has correlated DIR-generated lung ventilation with the physiological reference. Besides the weak correlations with SPECT measurement that have been reported, 14 Yamamoto et al. 16 specifically showed that the accuracy of DIR-based ventilation heavily relies on the DIR algorithms. Therefore, with the physiological reference of lung ventilation provided by the HP gas tagging MRI during breathing, we were able to evaluate the lung ventilations based on two commercial DIR algorithms.
Both DIR algorithms used in this study were able to produce reasonable image registrations, partly due to the high contrast of blood vessels and the rich internal features provided by the TrueFISP MR sequence. However, the lung ventilations generated with the two DIR algorithms were different in both magnitude and homogeneity. These variations may be explained by the insufficient registration objectives in those DIR algorithms. The DIR algorithms were designed to achieve best intensity match between target and moving images. The DIR-based DVFs were allowed to vary without enforcing the restrictions posed by the physiological properties of deformed organs, as long as the DVFs minimize the intensity difference between the two images. Although the regularization terms commonly used in the registration were included in the cost function to ensure image smoothness 27, 28 or to maintain physical properties, 29,30 they might not explicitly count for regional lung ventilation. Hence, when using a DIR algorithm to calculate regional lung ventilation, one has to be cautious about whether the intrinsic registration error could jeopardize the ventilation results.
It should be noted that the comparison between two commercial registration software was solely to demonstrate that the accuracy of ventilation calculation is affected by the physiological soundness of the DIR algorithm. As demonstrated, both Velocity AI and MIM resulted in reasonably good registrations with small residual errors, regardless of the discrepancies between their corresponding DIR-based ventilations and the reference t-VENT. Despite that both DIR software have been investigated extensively for a wide range of clinical applications in different clinical setting, studies on their applicability for lung ventilation applications is relatively limited and therefore one should be cautious when using either of them for ventilation mapping.
This study is subject to limitations. Firstly, this study is a preliminary investigation with only two DIR algorithms and three healthy human subjects included. The goal of the study was to demonstrate the feasibility and uniqueness of using the HP gas tagging MRI technique for assessing the physiological soundness of DIR-based lung ventilation mapping. A more comprehensive study with a larger number of subjects and more DIR algorithms is warranted in our future work to evaluate the effectiveness of the HP gas tagging MRI technique for assessing DIR-based lung ventilation. Secondly, it would be more interesting to include HP gas MR ventilation images in this study so that three types of ventilations (gas ventilation, tagging ventilation, and DIR ventilation) can be compared across simultaneously, which would provide more insights into the different methods of lung ventilation. It was unfortunate that the HP gas MR ventilation images were not acquired for the three subjects included in this study. It should be noted that, although related, HP gas MR ventilation images are fundamentally distinctive from DIR-based ventilation images. The image intensity of a HP gas MR ventilation image is directly proportional to the concentration of the HP gas. Therefore, the intensity variation in a series of HP gas MR ventilation images during a breathing cycle reflects the change of the concentration of the HP gas, which does not necessarily reflect the volume change as defined in DIR-based ventilation method. Hence, it should be cautious when use HP gas MR ventilation image to validate DIR-based ventilation as they are two different quantities.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we demonstrated a feasible methodology of using HP gas tagging MRI to evaluate DIR-based lung ventilation. Our preliminary results showed that different DIR algorithms resulted in different lung ventilations due to the underline differences in the DVFs. HP gas tagging MRI provides a unique perspective in evaluating DIR-based lung ventilation.
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